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Long ago artificial intelligence, data-driven marketing and voice
search engine optimization (VSEO) were ambitious concepts
bordering on the ridiculous.

But today, these innovative digital marketing trends are among the
top priorities for most business owners in 2021.



Programmatic advertising means using AI to automate ad buying so 
you can target more specific audiences. Real-time bidding, for 
example, is a type of programmatic ad buying.

Programmatic Advertising

Most search-driven manual advertising campaigns (even those 
performed with professional tools) take into account three or four 
targets: the keyword, time of day, and location.



Chatbots

Chatbots power 85% of customer service by 2020
Top benefits of chatbots are 24-hour service (64%), instant responses to inquiries (55%), and 
answers to simple questions (55%)





Conversational Marketing

With all that talk about chatbots, the reality of modern
marketing becomes clear: it’s more conversational. People want
it that way, and so brands are reacting. When consumers have a
question, 82% want an “immediate” response.

Conversational marketing facilitates a one-to-one, real-time 
connection between marketers and customers:



Video Marketing

• 70% of consumers say that they have shared a brand’s video
• 72% of businesses say that video has improved their conversion rate
• 52% of consumers say that watching product videos makes them more confident in online purchase decisions
• 65% of executives visit the marketer’s website and 39% call a vendor after viewing a video



Social Messaging Apps

Reasons for your brand to use messaging apps include:

 Cultivate contact
 Deliver information
 Boost sales
 Involve people in events
 Regain potential customers
 Provide support and assistance



Visual Search

Visual search can take the user experience to a totally new
level: People can upload an image to conduct a search and
get more specific results.

A) Pinterest Lens
B) Google Lens
C) CamFind
D) Bing Visual Search



Make sure you are optimizing for visual search, because (not surprisingly) the top search 
categories for Lens are:

Fashion

Home decor

Art

Food

Products

Animals

Outfits

Beauty

Vehicles

Travel



50% of all searches will be via voice by 2020

45% of all Canadians homes will own a smart speaker by 2022

72% of people who own voice-activated speakers say that their devices are used as part of their daily routines

Voice shopping is set to jump to $40 billion in 2022, up from $2 billion today

Global smart speaker shipments have almost trebled between Q1 2018 and Q2 2019, growing from 9.36 

million units to 26.1 million units 

Voice Search & Smart Speakers



Patrón Tequila helps consumers access personalized cocktail recipes

Domino’s allows pizza-lovers to order from the comfort of their couch without having to pick up 

the phone or even place an online order

PayPal users can engage Siri to send money to friends, family or businesses

Nestlé created a skill that provides voice instructions as you cook

Campbell’s has a skill that helps hungry consumers choose and cook recipes



Browser Push Notifications

• 7% open rate for segmented push messaging compared

to a 3% open rate for generic, broadcast messages (a 2x

improvement)

• 54% of users convert from a segmented push notification,

compared to only 15% for broadcast messages (a 3x

improvement)



Social Commerce & Shoppable Posts

With e-commerce and social media both growing at
alarming rates, it’s no wonder brands are using the two
together to maximize opportunities for sales.

E-commerce brands hope this will reduce the risk that
customers will abandon their purchase because they have
to switch apps or sign in to an unknown store.



Interactive Content

 Quizzes and polls
 Embedded calculators
 Augmented reality ads
 360-degree videos

If you need convincing, consider that 91% of buyers are actively
searching for more interactive content.



Predictive & Augmented Analytics

Predictive analytics is the practice of using data mining,
predictive modeling and machine learning to identify patterns
and attempt to predict the future. It is becoming more and
more sophisticated and widespread in many industries.

https://www.singlegrain.com/digital-marketing-analytics/how-to-use-predictive-analytics-for-better-marketing-performance/


Progressive Web Apps (PWAs)

Progressive Web Apps are essentially websites that work like
mobile apps. They offer the functionality of a native mobile app
– fast load times, push notifications, working offline, utilizing
device hardware, etc. – without being limited to one platform
(which in reality means Android or iOS).



Google Ads Smart Bidding

Target CPA – Generate new leads and customers for a maximum

cost per acquisition that you set.

Target ROAS (Return On Advertising Spend) – Set your sights on

getting the best return on your advertising spend.

Maximize Conversions – Rack up your advertising conversion rates,

whether your aim is to get more email subscribers, downloads, or

product sales.



User-Generated Content (UGC)

User-generated content (UGC) is a potent resource for
marketers who want to tap into the Millennial and Gen Z
markets. You can encourage your audience to share unique
content by offering them an incentive, such as a discount, or
even partnering with them for a good cause.



SERP Position Zero

rank zero snippet or position zero, this is the holy grail of

modern-day SEO, as it directly answers user search

queries without any need for the user to click a link.

VSEO (voice search engine optimization) can give you an

enormous competitive advantage (of course, this is only

good news for one brand…).



Questions?

We’re happy to help!
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